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SEMI Market Outlook - Fab Investments, Equipment and Materials Forecasts
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Abstract
Following the record-setting pace of 2017, 2018 is forecasted to be another growth year for the
semiconductor industry. Equipment spending for 2018 spending is currently expected to
surpass 2017. In addition, as applications for advanced devices and advanced packages grows,
the semiconductor materials market will expand as well. The presentation will provide the
latest forecasts from SEMI for fab investment, capacity trend, equipment, and materials
spending, including updated information specific to packaging materials.
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Fine Pitch Plating Resist for High Density FO-WLP
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Abstract
Abstract— Due to large topographic gaps between the chips and mold substrate, the next
generation of high density FO-WLP will require fine RDL plating resists that can achieve as low
as 2um line/spaces(L/S) with a wider common depth of focus (DOF) margin. In order to meet
these requirements, we developed a novel chemically amplified positive tone resist. In this
study, we focused on photo acid generators (PAGs) which are one of the major components of
chemically amplified resists. We found that controlling the acidity of the generated acid from
PAGs after exposure was a key approach to get good profiles on Cu sputtered substrates and
wider DOF margins.
Keywords—Plating resist, FO-WLP, fine RDL, photo acid generators.
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Abstract
Electronics market trends continue to drive innovation for higher functionality with smaller form
factors and reduced power consumption. To meet these demands, the design of semiconductor
devices is changing more and more from traditional wire bonded packaging to so called
“advanced semiconductor packaging“ based on Wafer Level, Flip Chip and 2.5D/3D Stacking
technologies. Fan-In and Fan-Out Wafer Level Packaging (WLP) and Through Silicon Vias (TSV)
for instance are successfully replacing proven wire bond technology today. This has a
significant impact on the typical assembly materials being typically used in the Back End Of
Line (BEOL) production of semiconductors. For instance, there’s often no need for die attach
adhesives and traditional transfer mold compounds anymore being currently widely used in SO,
QFN, QFP and BGA type of lead frame and laminate devices.
This presentation will give a high level overview of the relative new and different assembly
materials being developed, qualified and used in “advanced semiconductor packaging“ as
such. This includes very thin “Wafer Applied Underfill Films” for 3D Stacking of thin TSV Wafers,
specialized “low stress and low warpage” adhesives/underfills for Flip Chip and Interposers and
low shrinkage and ultra-low warpage wafer encapsulants for Fan-In and Fan-Out devices. As the
proven wire bond technology will certainly continue to be used in high reliability and
automotive semiconductors and sensors, also new adhesives with higher thermal conductivity,
lower temperature cure, ultra-low modulus and pre-applied “B-stage” capability will pass by ….
Biography
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Abstract
By 2030, 50% of the car costs are expected to be SC components related. While it is an exciting
source of growth for the complete supply chain, the car industry sets a great challenge for all of
us: reaching the ppb level in failure rate at the component level. Material purity and
contamination control could play key enabler roles. However it requires a new collaborative
approach to validate expectations and identify the most adequate investments to meet the
“zero defects” goal. From the list of potential material options, there is an increased value to
tackle the non-visible particles that are sources of latent defects. Actually, the defectivity
monitoring challenges in terms of limit of detection create a “Black Box”. The industry is here in
the 3rd generation of contamination control strategy where base line and excursion control
could be improved with an adequate contamination management strategy. A collaborative
engagement model exists where device makers and experts in purity work together in task
force mode. This is the “New Collaborative Approach”.
Biography
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Digitalization and Innovation Transforms Manufacturing and Construction
P. Maris
CEO
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Abstract
We’ve developed some new game-changing technologies leveraging 3d computer-aided
design, augmented reality, virtual reality, and sophisticated human-machine interfaces. We can
discuss how these technologies are changing the way facilities and equipment are designed,
built, and operated.
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process-driven company has transformed Kinetics into “The Process People” it is today,
positioning the company as a global leader in total process solutions. Peter’s fluency in four
languages and strong finance background gives him an edge in working with people and
finding common sense solutions in an engineering-driven industry. Under his leadership, the
company has continued to deliver double-digit profitable growth over the last few years. Peter
holds a BS in economics.
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C3 professorship at the University of Applied Sciences at Münster, Germany where he
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Abstract
Wide band gap (WBG) semiconductors (SiC, Ga2O3, GaN, AlN, diamond) have certain
outstanding physical properties which make these materials so attractive for power electronic,
optoelectronic and rf applications. However, the growth of bulk crystals with large diameters
and with high quality and yield and the manufacturing of substrates from these crystals are
much more complicated in comparsion to the very mature materials Si and GaAs.
In the presentation the difficulties in growing bulk and epitaxial WBG semiconductors will be
introduced and technical solutions will be shown which have been developed to overcome the
existing obstacles. Special focus is put on SiC, GaN and AlN. The status of these materials is
compared in terms of avaible crystal size, totally produced wafer area and typical crystal
defects.
An outlook will be given to the next scientific and technological steps which must be solved in
order to accelerate the commercialization of the materials further.
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